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ABSTRACT
Understanding user mobility is central to develop better transport
systems that answer users’ needs. Users usually plan their travel
according to their needs and preferences; however, different factors
can influence their choices when traveling. In this work, we model
users’ preferences, and we match their actual transport use. We use
data coming from a mobility platform developed for mobile devices,
whose aim is to understand the value of users’ travel time. Our
first goal is to characterize the perception that users have of their
mobility by analyzing their general preferences expressed before
their travel time. Our approach combines dimensionality reduction
and clustering techniques to provide interpretable profiles of users.
Then, we perform the same task after monitoring users’ travels
by doing a matching between users’ preferences and their actual
behavior. Our results show that there are substantial differences be-
tween users’ perception of their mobility and their actual behavior:
users overestimate their preferences for specific mobility modes,
that in general, yield a lower return in terms of the worthwhileness
of their trip.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing → Transportation; • Information sys-
tems → Clustering.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The advent of the Web in the last 25 years has impacted user mo-
bility in several ways. While new forms of working and interacting
with friends and family do not require to travel, people’s mobility
needs are still prominent. Recent U.S. Census data indicate that the
average time spent commuting has grown over the last decade [1].
Furthermore, teleworking is still an underused option, as it is gen-
erally seen as harming careers [14]. Face-to-face interactions are
still needed and sought after [4, 43], and with them the need for
traveling. Furthermore, the availability of portable devices and con-
nectivity on-the-move has also changed how travelers spend their
time and which activities they can perform: now, travelers can
watch television [22], work [41], or play games [33, 47].

The recent Covid-19 global pandemic will redefine if and how
people move, thus it is important to understand user mobility in
the most comprehensive way possible. In this paper, we introduce
a novel approach to model user mobility preferences and match
them to typical traveler profiles. We propose a method for mod-
eling users based on their mode-of-transport-specific as well as
general preferences in terms of new characteristics of travel time:
enjoyment, fitness, productivity.

In the urban context, there is a growing pressure over transport
systems to respond to new needs and demands [20]: from door-
to-door multi-modal trips combining public and private transport
offer, to new shared mobility services (car-sharing, bike-sharing,
etc.), smartphone-based ride-sharing (e.g., BlaBlaCar, Lyft, Uber)
and new forms of micro-mobility (electric scooters, electric bikes,
segways, etc.). This new paradigm has been labeled “Mobility as a
Service” (MaaS). [19]

In this new paradigm, supporting users with intelligent transport
solutions is critical. Hence, getting to know and modeling them is
the first step in this direction [3]. Indeed, one might tailor these in-
telligent solutions based on explicit statements of the users on their
preferred transport modes, by implicitly monitoring their behavior,
or through a mix of both. Hence, studying the alignment between
how user preferences and their actual usage of transport would
allow transport operators and providers to consider the reliability
of different data sources when dealing with their users. To the best
of our knowledge, no work in the literature has tried to character-
ize and match user preferences for transport systems with their
actual behavior. In this paper, we explore the difference between
the perception that users have of their mobility, by analyzing their
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general preferences expressed - in terms of travel modes - before
their travel time and their actual transport use.

Our study covers three phases: first, we build user profiles, i.e.,
general descriptions of users’ based on their travel preferences;
second, we build profiles using evaluation data collected after travel
time; finally, we match the before- and after-travel user profiles. In
this way, we want to characterize user behavior at an aggregated
level, to find patterns that - together with the context provided
by user profiles - can reveal useful information about users’ travel
choices, taking into account different travel modes and a more
complete definition of travel time.

We realized this study in the context of the Horizon 2020 project
MoTiV (Mobility and Time Value), whose goal is to provide novel
definitions of value of travel time (VTT) [21, 28]. Within the scope
of the MoTiV project data about travelers and their journeys1 have
been collected from a dedicated mobile application, developed for
the project. To model user preferences, we cluster user data and
obtain an aggregated portrayal of users, i.e., user profiles [7, 8, 11, 12].
In this way, we can contextualize user preferences in general models
that can be communicated to mobility stakeholders: municipalities
and public administrations, transport providers, and citizens.

Specifically, the contributions of our paper are the following:
• we propose a novel approach to model and profile users,
both considering preferences expressed explicitly and the
monitored user behavior;

• we present a matching between the preference-based profiles
and those created considering user behavior;

• this is the first study that characterizes user mobility in
Europe during an extended period of time.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2,
we review relevant literature and highlight the difference in our
study with previous work. Section 3 presents the conceptual foun-
dations of the MoTiV project, the data collected in its scope, and
describes the pre-processing that we have performed prior to our
analysis. Section 4 describes in detail the structure of our analysis.
Finally, in Section 5, we characterize our data, and we discuss the
results of our evaluation. We conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 RELATEDWORK

The analysis of human mobility patterns has been widely studied
in the literature; readers can refer to Manca et al. [29] for a recent
survey that considers data coming from social media, to [15] for
a study by González et al. considering mobile phone data, and to
Calabrese et al. [5] for an approach to extract mobility patterns
from urban sensing data.

As mentioned in the Introduction, the analysis of the user behav-
ior while planning travels is a key factor. For this reason, in [16]
Goulias surveyed the existing travel behavior models. The liter-
ature has analyzed local data coming from a travel agency [31],
or characterized mobility styles and travel behavior considering
the answers to users surveys [25]. Nagy and Csiszar [30] studied
the influencing factors of check-in time in air transportation. Zo-
grafos et al. [48] assessed user acceptance and willingness to pay
for the use of multimodal journey planning systems. Katona and

1In this paper, we will use the terms “journey” and “trip” interchangeably.

Juhász [23] characterized user habits and multimodal route plan-
ning in the city of Budapest. Schrammel et al. [40] consider the
challenges in behavior change by using data coming from journey
planner application. Even though it does not strictly analyze user
behavior, the work by Esztergár-Kiss and Csiszár [9], characterized
Hungarian journey planners by considering the features that are
made available to the users.

Other studies go beyond data analysis, e.g., to extract topic mod-
els from geolocation data [17], to forecast the evolution of pref-
erences over time thanks to an hidden Markov model [46], or to
provide a personalized journey planning to the users [18].

The data analysis can also produce insights that serve as in-
put for other purposes, such as the improvement of transport ser-
vice according to users’ needs [42], the promotion of changes of
users’ habits [40] (e.g., the adoption of greener and healthier solu-
tions [13]), and the improvement of journey planners and trans-
port portals, considering their usability and the services they of-
fer [10, 45].

Our work differs from the existing studies of user behavior that
consider transport-related data, since (𝑖) our study is the first that
characterizes user behavior both through explicit preferences and
behavioral implicit data, (𝑖𝑖) we propose an approach to match user
preferences and behavior, (𝑖𝑖𝑖) no extensive study of user behavior
in mobility in several European countries exist.

3 BACKGROUND
In this section, we describe the context for our study: the MoTiV
project. First, we describe how it frames the concept of travel time,
which is central in the transport literature to justify the choices of
travelers. We then proceed to describe which data were collected
during the project and how we have prepared them to perform our
experiments.

3.1 Views on Value of Travel Time
Traditionally, in the transport context, the value of travel time
is defined as the cost of time spent on transport, including both
waiting time and actual travel time; this definition usually does not
include the time spent in travel planning and searching. The value
of time includes costs to consumers of personal unpaid time spent
on travel and costs to businesses of paid employee time spent while
traveling [27]. In MoTiV, the value of travel time is analyzed from a
traveler’s perspective, assuming that time and cost savings are not
always the main criteria influencing route and mode choice [24, 26].
Depending on the traveler’s transport attitude and context, other
criteria such as environmental impact, comfort, or even weather
conditions may influence the perceived value of a trip. In particular,
MoTiV adopts the perspective that travel time can be “worth it,” i.e.,
it can be allocated for activities that the user finds useful, enjoyable,
or productive. MoTiV shifts perspective from considering travel
time as spent - or, worse, wasted - to time that can be characterized
by other activities. Furthermore, this characterization is not limited
by defining time as productive or unproductive time, because it is
not necessarily related to its evaluation in terms of cost. Worthwhile
time is independent of what can be monetized. The definition of
worthwhile time encompasses multiple dimensions of travel time
value from the perspective of the traveler; in particular, MoTiV



characterize users’ preferences and experiences along the three
dimensions of fitness, enjoyment, and productivity [6], defined as
follows (in parenthesis, we report a description of each dimension,
visualized by users during data collection):

• fitness measures how much the user values the fact that
when traveling they can exercise («When you walk, cycle,
or even run on your travels, you are getting exercise and
keeping in shape»);

• enjoyment is related to how the travel can be used for fun or
relaxing activities («Relaxing or having fun: taking time to
listen to music, rest or meditate; engaging in social media;
observing the surroundings»);

• productivity captures how much the user values the possi-
bility of using travel time to complete some tasks, either
personal or work-related. («Using travel time to get things
done, not only for work or study, but also personal things
like managing home or family stuff»).

3.2 Data Collection
The data used in this paper have been collected through theWoorti2,
developed within the scope of the MoTiV project [6]. The applica-
tion supports both Android and iOS devices and it is available in
11 languages. Data are inserted in the app directly by users that
can register their trips at any time. Furthermore, data collection is
also facilitated by dedicated data collection campaigns, coordinated
by MoTiV campaign managers; these campaigns have targeted 10
European countries: Belgium, Croatia, Finland, France, Italy, Nor-
way, Portugal, Slovakia, Spain, and Switzerland. Overall, the data
considered in this paper cover a period of 8 months, from May 1st,
2019 to December, 13rd 2019.

The use of the Woorti app consists of three main phases:

(1) Onboarding: upon installing the application and registering
a new account, the user is introduced to the functionalities
of the app. During this process, the user enters their travel
preferences as well as, optionally, some basic demographic
information.

(2) Trip recording: the user can start a new trip and the Woorti
app automatically collects data in background.

(3) Trip validation: when a trip is finished, the user can review
the data, validate it and insert other data regarding the trip
(trip purpose, mood, etc). When validating a trip, the user
must choose one leg of the trip as the reviewed leg.

Tables 1 and 2, respectively, describe the data collected from the
application during the onboarding step and trip recording and vali-
dation steps. Within the application, a user can access their data
through several screens and visualize and edit their profile informa-
tion and trips. Furthermore, the application features a dashboard
that presents to the user multiple statistics related to their validated
trips, both at an individual level and by comparison with theWoorti
community.

2The name of the app is a play on the words “worth it” referring to worthwhile travel
time.

User preferences and experiences are encoded in two main sets
of values, called worthwhileness3 values:

• generic worthwhileness values: they are a triplet of values
(𝐹, 𝐸, 𝑃) for fitness, enjoyment, and productivity, respectively.
They measure how much the user values these dimension in
general when traveling;

• specific worthwhileness values: they are triplets of values
(𝐹, 𝐸, 𝑃) that the user is asked to assign for each specific
mode of transport chosen in the onboarding phase. The
transport modes that the user selects during the onboarding
phase are called preferred transport modes. Specific worth-
whileness values are the measure of how much the user
values fitness, enjoyment, and productivity when using that
particular transport mode.

During the onboarding phase, the user is asked to provide both the
generic and specific worthwhileness values on a scale from 1 to 100.
When evaluating trips, the user is asked to provide an evaluation
for each dimension of fitness, enjoyment, and productivity using a
scale from low to high (low, medium, high). This difference in data
collection depended on the design of the app, whose description
is out of scope for this paper. For consistency with the evaluation
values, we scale the onboarding values to the same three classes:
low, for values in [0 − 33]; medium, [34 − 66]; and high, [67 − 100].

Table 1: User data collected during the onboarding phase. De-
mographics information are optional.

Name Description and Admissible values

W
or
th
w
hi
le
ne
ss

va
lu
es

Generic
worthwhileness
(F, E, P)

Overall evaluation of how much fitness,
enjoyment, and productivity matter for
a user’s travel experiences ([0-100])

Specific
worthwhileness
(F, E, P)

Evaluation for each preferred mode
of transport of how much fitness, en-
joyment, and productivity matter for
a user’s travel experiences using that
mode of transport ([0-100])

D
em

og
ra
ph

ic
s

Gender Male, Female, Other
Education level Basic, High school, or University
Language cat, dut, eng, fin, fre, hrv, ita, nob,

por, slo, spa
Age range 16-19, 20-24, 25-29, 30-39, 40-49,

50-64, 65-74, 75+
Marital Status Divorced, Married, Registered

partnership, Single, Widowed
Labor Status Employed full-time, Employed

part-time, Pensioner, Student,
Unemployed

Each trip is composed of trip parts, that can be either a leg - i.e.,
a part of a journey when the app has detected some movement - or
3Although this diction of the word is less widespread than the more common variant
“worthiness,” it is used throughout the project, so we keep it for consistency with the
project itself.



Table 2: Trip recording and evaluation data.

Name Description and admissible values

Re
co
rd
in
g

Trip id Identifier of the trip the leg refers to
User id Identifier of the who performed the

travel leg
Leg duration Leg travel time expressed in minutes
Leg distance Leg travel distance expressed in meters
Mode of
transport

Mode of transport utilized; there are 37
different modes of transport

Transport
category

Transport category associated to the
transport mode; there are 5 different
categories (Cycling and emerging
micromobility, Private motorized,
Public transport short distance,
Public transport long distance,
Walking and running)

Ev
al Worthwhileness

evaluation
Worthwhileness evaluation of the trip,
expressed on a scale from low to high
(low, medium, high)

a waiting event - that corresponds to the user not moving. When
the app detects that a new trip part has started, it records the initial
and final locations and timestamps. Furthermore, when creating
a leg, the app infers a predicted mode of transport; within a leg,
other statistics regarding trip time duration, speed and acceleration
are collected. In the case of a waiting event, the app registers the
average location. At the end of a trip users can review and validate
the data collected. Since this requires an extra effort to the user, the
app offers a set of incentives for users (e.g., personalized statistics
in the app dashboard, point system, possibility of connecting points
to campaign rewards) to validate as many trips as possible. This
approach preserves the privacy of the user, since she can choose
which trips to validate and submit to the server.

We assign a transport category to each trip based on the mode
of transport of the reviewed leg; we consider this leg - selected by
the user during trip validation - to be the main leg of the trip. There
are five different transport categories:

(1) Cycling and emerging micromobility: comprising bikes, bike-
sharing, skates, electric scooters;

(2) Private motorized: comprising cars (both as a driver and as a
passenger), car-sharing;

(3) Public transport short distance: comprising buses, metro, tram,
local trains;

(4) Public transport long distance: comprising long-distance buses,
high speed trains, airplanes;

(5) Walking and running: comprising walking, jogging.

The limitation of the possibility of evaluating one leg per-trip was
designed to shorten the number of questions and effort required
to the user in reporting trips. While a trip can contain several legs,
the user is informed that they can report information just for that
leg and that the evaluation refers to the whole trip.

3.3 Data Preprocessing
To obtain the data that we used for our analysis, we preprocessed
the data performing four main tasks:

(1) data cleaning: we removed duplicate or incomplete data;
(2) automatic merging of similar legs: we have automatically

merged trip legs when the following conditions where all
met: 1) they belonged to the same user; 2) they had the same
mode of transport; and 3) the time difference between the
ending time of the first leg and the starting time of the second
was below 5 minutes;

(3) outlier removal: to reduce noise in our data, we eliminated
extremely long and short legs by removing legs belonging
to the first and last percentile of the distribution of legs -
for each different transport mode - in terms of distance (leg
distance) and time (leg duration). Trips containing one
or more outlier legs were eliminated altogether.

(4) user removal: we eliminated users that did not have any trip
left at the end of the previous steps.

4 METHODS
Our approach works in three steps: first, we model users from the
onboarding and trip data by representing them as feature vectors
in two separate spaces. Then, we perform dimensionality reduction
and clustering to obtain general representations of users; we call the
clusters that we have obtained onboarding and trip profiles, respec-
tively. Finally, we match onboarding and trip profiles by defining
a distance function between them and applying an algorithm to
obtain the lowest distance assignment.

4.1 User modeling
We model each user 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 as a vector of 18 values, i.e., 3 generic
worthwhileness values and 15 specific worthwhileness values - 3
for each of the 5 transport categories; as described in Section 3.2.
We define a function b : 𝑈 ↦→ 𝑉𝑏 = R18 that models a user 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈

to their vector representation b(𝑢), by using onboarding values.
Analogously, for trips we define t : 𝑈 ↦→ 𝑉𝑡 = R18.

We build onboarding vectors in the following way: we use the 3
generic worthwhileness values; specific worthwhileness values are
calculated as follows: if a user has chosen more than one preferred
transport mode in a given transport category, we compute the
average of the specific worthwhileness values belonging to that
category. In case a user has chosen no transport mode for a given
category, we use the value of zero. Trip vectors are defined similarly:
we use the 3 generic worthwhileness values and, for the 15 specific
ones, we average over the worthwhileness values associated with
all trips that belong to the same transport category. When a user
has no trips in a given transport category, we use the value of zero.4

4.2 Dimensionality reduction and clustering
To perform dimensionality reduction, we use the Uniform Mani-
fold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) algorithm [2]. UMAP
is a technique based on the assumption that data are uniformly

4The value zero, which is mapped to the class low, is also used in the case where the
user has chosen the value and where no data is available. Furthermore, it is the default
value for worthwhileness values - generic and specific - in the onboarding data and
the trip evaluation phase.



distributed over a Riemannian manifold and can be modeled with a
graph, which is then embedded into a low-dimension space. UMAP
depends mainly on four hyperparameters:

• number of neighbors: number of neighbors selected when
creating the graph structure. Small values will focus more on
local structure, eventually catching noise in the data, while
larger values will give a broader overview of the structure
of the space;

• number of components: determines the number of dimensions
the data will be embedded into. Thanks to the structure and
implementation of UMAP, the number of components does
not strongly affect the computational time;

• minimum distance: controls how densely points will be dis-
played, and it is mainly a graphical parameter. A lower value
will contribute to forming densely packed regions, and it is
suggested for clustering visualization;

• number of epochs: the number of training epochs to use in
the phase of optimization of the embeddings. Larger values
will produce more accurate embeddings.

Once the input data have been transformed through UMAP, hi-
erarchical clustering is then performed. This algorithm of agglom-
erative clustering is based on both distances among data points
and distances among points belonging to the same cluster [36]. We
exploited different combinations of distance measures and linkage
criteria in order to find a combination that could fit with our data.
We perform the clustering using different values as number of tar-
get cluster, from 2 to 16, finally, we select the best clustering model
using silhouette [37] and Calinski-Harabasz scores. [44]

4.3 Cluster distance measures
Once we have obtained the onboarding and trip profiles, we need
to establish how to match them. Let 𝑛𝑏 and 𝑛𝑡 be the number of
onboarding profiles and trip profiles, respectively. Let {𝐵𝑖 }𝑛𝑏𝑖=1 be the
𝑛𝑏 onboarding profiles, i.e., the clusters obtained from onboarding
data: each cluster is a set of users 𝐵𝑖 = {𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 | c(b(𝑢)) = 𝑖}, where
the function c(b(𝑢)) returns the index of the onboarding cluster to
which the vector b(𝑢) representing the user 𝑢 belongs. Similarly,
the 𝑛𝑡 trip profiles

{
𝑇𝑗
}𝑛𝑡
𝑗=1 are defined as 𝑇𝑗 = {𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 | c(t(𝑢)) =

𝑗}. For convenience, we also define the clusters in terms of the
vector representation of the users B𝑖 = {b(𝑢) ∈ 𝑉𝑏 |𝑢 ∈ 𝐵𝑖 } and
analogously for T𝑗 = {t(𝑢) ∈ 𝑉𝑡 |𝑢 ∈ 𝑇𝑗 }.

We introduce three distance functions:
• Symmetric difference distance: is the number of users that
belong to either cluster, but that are common between the
cluster 𝐵𝑖 and 𝑇𝑗 :

𝑑Δ (𝐵𝑖 ,𝑇𝑗 ) = |𝐵𝑖 ∪𝑇𝑗 | − |𝐵𝑖 ∩𝑇𝑗 |
• Jaccard distance: is the ratio between the number of users in
the symmetric difference of 𝐵𝑖 and𝑇𝑗 , over the total number
of users:

𝑑 𝐽 (𝐵𝑖 ,𝑇𝑗 ) =
|𝐵𝑖 ∪𝑇𝑗 | − |𝐵𝑖 ∩𝑇𝑗 |

|𝐵𝑖 ∪𝑇𝑗 |
• Centroid distance: is the distance between the centroid of the
vector representation of cluster 𝐵𝑖 and 𝑇𝑗 :

𝑑𝐶 (𝐵𝑖 ,𝑇𝑗 ) = | |cB𝑖
− cT𝑖 | |

where c𝐵𝑖
=

(∑
b∈B𝑖 b

)
/|B𝑖 | and analogously for cT𝑖 .

4.4 Matching algorithm
By establishing a similarity function between onboarding and trip
profiles, we can solve the problem of finding an assignment between
each onboarding profile and each trip profile. We can represent the
problem as having a bipartite graph where each node on the left
represents a user profile, and each node on the right represent a trip
profile. The graph has weighted edges, where the weight over the
edge between the nodes representing the onboarding profile 𝐵𝑖 and
the node representing the trip profile 𝑇𝑗 is the distance between
the clusters 𝐵𝑖 and 𝑇𝑗 , using one of the distance measures defined
above. The problem that we want to solve is then framed as finding
the subset of edges that assign each node on the left to one - and
only one - node on the right with the minimal overall weight.

The assignment problem can be solved by a classical algorithm
called the Hungarian method or Kuhn-Munkres algorithm. This
assignment algorithm starts from a feasible solution - the empty as-
signment being one such solution - and then it finds a progressively
better one until it reaches an optimal one.

5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present the results of our study. We begin by
describing our experimental setup. For our experiment, first, we
perform some descriptive analysis on our dataset to characterize
users and trips. Then, we explore several settings of parameters
for the dimensionality reduction and clustering algorithm and we
present some results that justify our choices for the final config-
uration. Finally, we describe the results of the matching between
onboarding and trips profiles and we discuss them in detail.

5.1 Experimental setup
We performed our experiments on a server running Ubuntu 18.04
LTS (bionic). Our code was written Python (version 3.6) and using
Jupyter notebooks5 (modules jupyter v. 1.0.0, jupyter-core
v. 4.6.1).

Data were processed using Pandas6 pandas v. 0.24.2 and
NumPy7 (numpy v. 1.17.4). We used the UMAP Python module8
(umap-learn v. 0.3.10). For the cluster matching, we used the
implementation of the Hungarian algorithm available via SciPy9
(scipy v. 1.3.2). We generated the plots using Matplotlib10
(matplotlib v. 3.1.2), seaborn11 (seaborn v. 0.9.0), and
Plotly12 (plotly v. 4.5.0).

5.2 User characterization
With the Woorti app, we collected data from 3,330 users, consisting
of 71,509 validated trips and 179,679 legs. After preprocessing, de-
scribed in Section 3.3, our dataset contains data from 3,011 unique
users, contributing a total of 50,133 validated trips and 153,553 legs.

5https://jupyter.org/
6https://pandas.pydata.org/
7https://numpy.org/
8https://umap-learn.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
9https://www.scipy.org/
10https://matplotlib.org/
11https://seaborn.pydata.org/
12https://plotly.com/python/

https://jupyter.org/
https://pandas.pydata.org/
https://umap-learn.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://www.scipy.org/
https://matplotlib.org/
https://seaborn.pydata.org/
https://plotly.com/python/


Table 3: Number (#) and fraction expressed as a percentage
(𝑓 ) of: trips by transport category (trips); users with at least
one trip in that category (Users (trips)); and users which
selected at least one preferred mode of transport in that cat-
egory (Users (ob)).

Category
Trips Users (trips) Users (ob)

# 𝑓 (%) # 𝑓 (%) # 𝑓 (%)

Cycling and micro 11023 21.99 1317 43.74 2009 66.72
Private motorized 15003 29.93 1741 57.82 2153 71.50
Public long-dist 481 0.96 189 5.28 1146 38.06
Public short-dist 6097 12.16 1211 40.22 1986 65.96
Walking 17529 34.96 2124 70.54 2360 78.36

Table 3 presents the number of trips and users for each transport
category. Since a user could choose multiple preferred modes of
transport and perform multiple trips, the sum of users is greater
than the number of unique users.

Figure 1 shows some insights about the demographics of users.
More than half of the users are male, and half of the users are
between 30 and 49 years old. The main language used in the ap-
plication was English. Furthermore - taking into account that less
than only 30% of users declared their education level, marital or
labor status - 80% of users that reported the information have a
university degree, 42% are married while 39% are single; 69% have
a full-time job while 16% are students.

5.3 Dimensionality Reduction and Clustering:
Hyperparameter Tuning

In this section, we describe the set of hyperparameters we have
chosen to run the UMAP dimensionality reduction algorithm:

• the number of components was set to 2, in this way we could
visualize and inspect the results of the clustering algorithm;

• theminimum distancewas set equal to 0, to get a better shape
of the clusters;

• the number of epochs was set to 500, keeping the default
value;

• for choosing the number of neighbors, we tuned this param-
eter by running the UMAP algorithm with values ranging
from 10 to 100, in order to explore both the local and global
structure of the space in which the data were embedded.
Finally, we selected 10 as the number of neighbors for the
onboarding data, and 60 for the trip data. This choice is mo-
tivated not only by the intention to find a trade-off between
the manifold features which are captured by the parameter,
but also by looking at the final structure that seems to be
already divided into groups that will facilitate the clustering
algorithm.

Once we have obtained the reduced dataset for both onboarding
and trip data, we run the hierarchical clustering algorithm with
different combinations of the number of clusters, distance metrics,
and linkage criteria. For our final results, we have chosen to use

the Euclidean distance as metric and Ward’s method as linkage
criterion. The number of clusters was set to 5, with a Silhouette
score of 0.68 for onboarding profiles and 0.66 for trip profiles and a
Calinski-Harabasz score of 30,880 for the former and 13,478 for the
latter. Moreover, we think that 5 is the minimum number of clusters
needed to group the users, since we have 5 transport categories.

5.4 Profile Matching
We use the distances defined in Section 4.3 to compute the distance
between each onboarding and trip profiles. We obtain 5 × 5 cost
matrices, that are reported in Table 4. We run the Hungarian al-
gorithm over these matrices and obtain a set of matching pairs of
profiles. The matching calculated using the symmetric difference
distance and the Jaccard distance are the same, while the match-
ing obtained using the centroid distance are different. Using the
centroid distance, closer profiles are more similar in terms of their
characteristics. The best matching is computed by considering the
overall cost of the assignment, not necessarily by matching the
closest profiles; the optimal solution is given by the assignment for
which the total distance is minimized.

5.5 Discussion
Thanks to our approach, we can describe the results of the clustering
in terms of the characteristics of the users. Figure 2 represents the
values for the generic and specific worthwhileness value for each
transport category for the trip (top row) and onboarding (middle
row) profiles. Each cell of the map contains the average worthwhile
value for the corresponding factor (fitness, enjoyment, productivity)
and transport category for users belonging to that profile. Each
onboarding profile matches with the trip profile directly above,
so the figure highlights the similarity between matched profiles.
Furthermore, we are interested in studying if user preferences and
evaluations are different before and after their travels. In the bottom
row of Figure 2, we take the users belonging to the onboarding pro-
files in the middle row, and we visualize the average of the specific
worthwhileness values for their trips. By comparing the middle and
bottom rows, we appreciate the difference between users’ expec-
tations - expressed before their travels - and the evaluation of the
trips that they have performed. The heatmaps in the bottom row
present only the specific worthwhileness values because these are
the results of the evaluation of trips for a given transport mode and
transport category, so there is no direct comparison for the generic
worthwhileness values. We can recognize some overall common
characteristics of the clusters:

• Comparing specific worthwhileness values - columns 1-3
of each heatmap in Figure 2, P (productivity), E (enjoyment),
and F (fitness), respectively, with general worthwhileness
values - columns 4-6, GenP (productivity), GenE (enjoyment),
and GenF (fitness), respectively - we see that general worth-
whileness values receive an overall higher evaluation than
the corresponding categories of specific worthwhileness val-
ues. This is true across all clusters and transport modes. This
difference could signal a mismatch between general expecta-
tion related to transport use, with respect to more concrete
prospects when asked about specific transport modes. In
practice, this data may suggest that users would like to enjoy



Figure 1: Demographics characteristics of users. Left to right: distribution of gender, age ranges, language, education level,
marital and labor status.

Table 4: Cost matrices between onboarding (𝐵, rows) and trip (𝑇 , columns) profiles calculated with: (a) symmetric difference
distance; (b) Jaccard distance; and (c) centroid distance. Bold boxed value highlight the matching selected by the Hungar-
ian algorithm, that is {(𝐵1,𝑇3); (𝐵2;𝑇4); (𝐵3;𝑇1); (𝐵4;𝑇2); (𝐵5;𝑇5)} when using symmetric difference and Jaccard distance; and
{(𝐵1,𝑇4); (𝐵2;𝑇3); (𝐵3;𝑇1); (𝐵4;𝑇2); (𝐵5;𝑇5)} when using centroid distance.

(a)

𝐵 \𝑇 1 2 3 4 5
1 1460 1247 945 1241 1109
2 1186 757 907 735 737
3 947 820 1342 1014 1174
4 1213 526 908 734 734
5 1412 771 811 811 547

(b)

1 2 3 4 5
0.172 0.046 0.266 0.096 0.125
0.119 0.033 0.083 0.125 0.081

0.318 0.160 0.020 0.112 0.007
0.085 0.168 0.050 0.088 0.041
0.036 0.029 0.143 0.082 0.232

(c)

1 2 3 4 5
2.944 3.860 1.785 3.659 2.901
2.854 3.756 1.703 3.686 3.012

1.301 2.620 2.380 2.694 3.413
1.438 0.862 2.415 0.874 2.066
2.903 2.899 1.677 2.518 0.861

more their travel time, but when asked to relate it to actual
transportation their are already lowering their expectation.
We think that the reason for this mismatch merit further
investigation.

• productivity is, in general, lower across the board than the
enjoyment and fitness, except for the categories of Private
motorized (private cars, car-sharing) and Public transport -
both for short and long distances - for fitness.

• modes of transport belonging to the categories Walking and
running and Cycling and emerging micromobility receive a
high evaluation in terms of enjoyment and fitness.

Based on the onboarding characteristics and preferred transport
mode choices of the users, and with reference to Figure 2, we can
describe each onboarding profile (middle row) as follows:

(1) (1st column) users with high values for fitness and enjoyment
while having low values for productivity. They are the active
people, whose preferred modes of transport are comprised
in the walking and running, cycling, and public transport
categories;

(2) (2nd column) users with medium values for fitness and pro-
ductivity but high values for enjoyment. They are active
people, who choose to walk and cycle, but also use their
private car;

(3) (3rd column) users with medium to low values for fitness,
high enjoyment, and medium productivity. These users walk,
use their private car and local public transport, but they do
no cycle or use micromobility modes of transport;

(4) (4th column) users with medium to low values for fitness
and productivity, and medium values for enjoyment. These
users have the overall lowest values in all categories. They
mostly use private cars and public transport;

(5) (5th column) users with high values for fitness, medium-to-
high values for enjoyment, and low values for productivity.
These users use cycling and new forms of micromobility,
together with private cars and public transport.

By comparing the onboarding profiles with their matched trip
profile (middle and top rows), we see that across the board, the
evaluation for all worthwhileness factors (fitness, enjoyment, and



Figure 2: Average characteristics of the onboarding and trip profiles (middle and top row). Each profile is rendered as a 5 × 6
matrix with transport categories on the rows (Cycling and emerging micromobility, Private motorized, Public transport
short distance, Public transport long distance, Walking and running) and the worthwhileness values on the columns (P,
E, F are specific worhwhileness value for productivity, enjoyment, and fitness respectively; GenP, GenP, GenF are the specific
worhwhileness value for productivity, enjoyment, and fitness respectively). Axis are shared by all heatmaps. A cooler color
indicates a lower value of the corresponding entry 0 - corresponding to low - is blue, and 2 - corresponding to high - is red.
Matching onboarding and trip profiles are one underneath the other, left to right 𝐵1 −𝑇 4, 𝐵2 −𝑇 3, 𝐵3 −𝑇 1, 𝐵4 −𝑇 2, and 𝐵5 −𝑇 5.
The heatmaps in the bottom row are 5× 3matrices and visualize the average of the specific worthwhileness values of the trips
performed by users belonging to the onboarding profiles above.

productivity) is lower. This comparison is even starker if we con-
sider the onboarding profile and the evaluation of trips given by
the same set of users (middle and bottom rows).

Another way to quantify the differences between user expecta-
tions when planning a journey and their travel choices is to consider
the alluvial diagram of Figure 3. The diagram depicts of the num-
ber of users belonging to matching profiles; overall, only 927 out
of 3,011 user (31%) migrate from an onboarding profile to their
matching trip profile while most (2,084, 69%) users migrate to a
profile with more significant differences with respect to the profile
describing their preferences. Table 5 reports the number of users
belonging to either one of the matching profile pairs (𝐵𝑖 ,𝑇𝑗 ) and
the number of users in common 𝐵𝑖 ∩𝑇𝑗 .

6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we focused on user modeling according to their mobil-
ity and tried to understand if the preferences they explicitly express
match with their behavior. To accomplish this goal, we considered
data coming from a mobile application, whose goal is to understand
users’ value of travel time. We proposed a user profiling approach
based on dimensionality reduction and clustering techniques and
applied it to the explicitly expressed user preferences and the data

Table 5: Composition of user profiles: each column presents,
for each pair of matching onboarding and trip profiles
(𝐵𝑖 ,𝑇𝑗 ) the number of users belonging to onboarding pro-
files but not to the corresponding trip profile 𝐵𝑖 \ 𝑇𝑗 , and
vice versa𝑇𝑗 \ 𝐵𝑖 , and the users in common 𝐵𝑖 ∩𝑇𝑗 . The sym-
metric difference between 𝐵𝑖 and𝑇𝑗 can also be computed as
Δ(𝐵𝑖 ,𝑇𝑗 ) = |𝐵𝑖 \𝑇𝑗 | + |𝑇𝑗 \ 𝐵𝑖 |.

(𝐵1,𝑇4) (𝐵2,𝑇3) 𝐵3,𝑇1) (𝐵4,𝑇2) (𝐵5,𝑇5)
𝐵𝑖 \𝑇𝑗 865 355 320 262 282
𝑇𝑗 \ 𝐵𝑖 376 552 627 264 265
𝐵𝑖 ∩𝑇𝑗 132 82 442 106 165

coming from their mobility behavior. Then, we proposed an algo-
rithm to match the profiles, to understand how users’ intentions fit
with their actual behavior.

Results show that users’ overestimate their preferences for spe-
cific mobility modes, that in general yield a lower return in terms
of the worthwhileness of their trip, and that the matching between
preferences and behavior reveals that the same user ends up being



Figure 3: Alluvial diagram showing the changes in user com-
position between onboarding (left) and trip (right) profiles.
Matching profiles - chosen using the centroid distance - are
highlighted. Overall 927 out of 3011 users (31%) migrate to
their matching profile.

characterized in very different ways following their intentions and
their actual usage of transport. This difference is even more promi-
nent for general worthwhileness values, that are not tied to any
transport mode, compared to specific worthwhileness values.

Along the dimensions of productivity, enjoyment, and fitness, that
our project has introduced to characterize the value of travel time,
our data shows that productivity receives lower scores across the
board. Further research should focus on exploring the underlying
motives of this difference, as well as to investigate the mismatch
between generic and specific worthwhileness values.

This paper provides a proposal towards a more holistic evalua-
tion of travel time that extends the traditional evaluation measured
in monetary terms. We also have proposed a method to evaluate
user preferences and match them to their transport usage. Describ-
ing a complete picture of the time spent while traveling, whose
complexity has surged since the advent of digital technologies,
could improve our understanding of how to develop the transport
infrastructure in the future. This enhanced understanding can give
us practical, actionable insights that could be translated into tech-
nical and policy recommendations for the next transport systems.

We plan to extend our work by considering additional dimen-
sions associated with the features of the users, such as their gen-
der [32], age, or provenience. Our goal is to understand if differ-
ent categories of users adhere to their preferences more or less,
in order to extract more actionable knowledge from the analy-
sis of user mobility. We also plan to develop trip-ranking algo-
rithms [34, 35, 38, 39] that are tailored around these profiles, to
inject value of travel time notions into decision support systems.
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